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ABSTRACT. We have measured chromatic di†erential refraction of astronomical images by the EarthÏs
atmosphere, comparing visible light at 500È600 nm with infrared near 12 km, and found the index of
refraction near 12 km to be greater than predicted by the dispersion relation in common use. The di†erential
refraction between visible and 12 km thus is smaller than the extrapolated di†erence. At Mauna Kea, the
empirical di†erential refraction at 45¡ from zenith was measured at (3 p) on one occasion,0A.28 ^ 0A.28
compared to an expected di†erential refraction of Refractivity scales linearly with barometric0A.63È0A.69.
pressure, and thus the inaccuracy is more severe at lower altitude observatories. The pointing error from
inaccurate correction for di†erential refraction is comparable to the point spread function width of an 8È10
m telescope in this wavelength range. Even on smaller telescopes, accurate correction for di†erential refrac-
tion is necessary to guide small-aperture spectrophotometry or to register mid-infrared imaging with visible-
light structures.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ground-based astronomy su†ers refraction by the
EarthÏs atmosphere : at 45¡ from zenith (1.4 air masses),
visible images may be refracted by from their trueD0@.5È1@
position. To Ðrst order, all targets in a given Ðeld are ref-
racted similarly : the content of an astronomical image is
a†ected only by chromatic di†erential refraction due to
color di†erences between Ðeld objects. At high air mass,
atmospheric refraction creates spectrally dispersed images
with the longest wavelengths farthest from the zenith (least
refracted) and shorter wavelengths closer to the zenith
(Filippenko 1982). In a very wide Ðeld of view, the variation
of zenith angle across the Ðeld may create a spatial di†eren-
tial refraction (Cohen & Cromer 1988).

The e†ects of atmospheric refraction at visible wave-
lengths are troublesome but calculable and may be cor-

ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
1 Visiting astronomer at the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility, oper-

ated by the University of Hawaii under contract to the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration.

rected in the conduct of an observation or in the analysis,
given accurate values for the index of refraction (Stone
1996 ; Green 1985, pp. 82È92 ; Allen 1976, pp. 119È122). The
index of refraction of air has been measured in the visible
range but has not been measured well in the infrared (Edle� n
1966 ; Matsumoto 1988).

Astronomical observations in the mid-infrared (D5È20
km) typically are guided by reference to a visible-light
image. Mid-infrared measurements requiring high posi-
tional accuracy must be corrected for di†erential refraction
between the visible-light guide image and the infrared
image. The speciÐc problem that initiated our interest illus-
trates the issue : 12 km spectroscopic observations of
SaturnÏs major satellite, Titan, with a single-channel
spectrometer at the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility on
Mauna Kea, Hawaii (Kostiuk et al. 1997). Near opposition,
TitanÏs angular diameter is The calculated di†eren-D0A.8.
tial refraction between the visible-light guide image and the
infrared target image was expected to be at 1.4 air0A.6È0A.7
masses. To measure spectra centered on TitanÏs limb, the
di†erential refraction must be calculated correctly to of
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REFRACTION BY EARTHÏS ATMOSPHERE NEAR 12 km 513

order in order to o†set properly from the visible image.0A.1
Direct measurement of the di†erential refraction between
the visible and infrared beams, demonstrates that the true
di†erential refraction di†ers signiÐcantly from the extrapo-
lated visible-light dispersion relation (Fig. 1).

The index of refraction of terrestrial air in the infrared has
been mostly neglected and is essentially unknown over wide
intervals. We describe measurements of the di†erential ref-
raction using astronomical techniques and demonstrate
that the empirical index of refraction of air at 12 km is
signiÐcantly greater than expected from extrapolation of the
visible-light dispersion relation. Limitations of the present
observations make it impossible to accurately determine an
absolute index of refraction at 12 km at this time, but we
indicate the modiÐcations to this method suitable to make
precise and accurate astronomical measurements of the dif-
ferential refraction and thus determine the absolute index of
refraction in the infrared.

2. DISPERSION RELATION AND
ASTRONOMICAL REFRACTION

The dispersion relation presently used by metrologists for
““ standard ÏÏ air in the visible wavelength range was
published by (1966), superseding (1953). Vari-Edle� n Edle� n
ables are the wavelength of light, the total atmospheric
pressure, the temperature, and the partial pressure of water
vapor. Alternative formulations have appeared in the

astronomical literature, either from Allen (1976), which
quotes (1953) plus Barrell (1951), or from OwenEdle� n
(1967). Numerical values computed from 1966 andEdle� nÏs
1953 formulations di†er slightly for dry air but di†er sub-
stantially for moist air, D14% di†erent in refractivity at
visual wavelengths at standard temperature and pressure
with 60% humidity.

The equation of 1966 has been updated by Birch &Edle� n
Downs (1993 ; see Appendix). Birch & Downs report that
the new formulation agrees to high accuracy with labor-
atory measurements of atmospheric refractivity at 633 nm.
They claim the expression is valid over the range 350È650
nm, not explaining why this range is narrower than Edle� nÏs
claim of 350È2000 nm.

The longest wavelength measurement constraining
(1966) dispersion relation is 2.06 km (Peck &Edle� nÏs

Khanna 1962). We have found only two subsequent pub-
lications that report on longer wavelengths. Matsumoto
(1982) found an extrapolation to 3 km is accurate for dry air
but requires additional corrections for moist air. Matsu-
moto et al. (1988) found the extrapolated expression to be
essentially correct at 10.6 km but requiring an adjustment
to the water-vapor correction. MatsumotoÏs stated water-
vapor correction decreases the extrapolated index. The
measurements we report are greater than the extrapolated
index at 12 km.

The refraction angle magnitude depends upon the index
of refraction and upon the angular separation between the

FIG. 1.ÈDi†erential refraction vs. air mass, 1993 August (a) and 1995 October (b). The family of lines above the data shows extrapolated di†erential
refraction between the visible and 12 km, for the stellar color temperatures in Table 1 ; the lowest line (solid line) is the coolest. The bold solid line is our best
Ðt ; the neighboring dotted lines show 1 p conÐdence limits.
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TABLE 1

EMPIRICAL DIFFERENTIAL REFRACTION

Temperature (¡C), *x, Instrument
Pressure (mbar), T BB b jEqc x(jEq)d xex(IR)e *xexf\x(jEq)[xex(IR) empiricalg O†seth

Dates Star Humidity (%)a N (K) (nm) (arcsec) (arcsec) (arcsec) (arcsec) (arcsec)

1993 Aug 29È31 a Sco 1.7 ^ 0.6, 8.9 ^ 8.9 54 3200 524.0 36.0 ^ 0.1 35.3 0.744 ^ 0.002 1 p : 0.49 ^ 0.11, [0.14 È ]0.30,
606.3 ^ 0.6, 3 p : 0.49~0.23`0.29 [0.33 È ]0.33
8.9 ^ 8.9

3300 520.9 36.0 ^ 0.1 0.753 ^ 0.002
3400 518.0 36.0 ^ 0.1 0.762 ^ 0.002
3500 515.3 36.0 ^ 0.1 0.770 ^ 0.002
3600 512.7 36.0 ^ 0.1 0.778 ^ 0.002
3700 510.2 36.0 ^ 0.1 0.786 ^ 0.002

1993 Aug 29È31i a Sco 1.7 ^ 0.6, 8.9 ^ 8.9 54 3200 524.0 37.2 ^ 0.1 36.4 0.769 ^ 0.002 1 p : 0.49 ^ 0.11, [0.14 È ]0.30,
626.3 ^ 0.6, 3 p : 0.49~0.23`0.29 [0.33 È ]0.33
8.9 ^ 8.9

1995 Oct 18È23 o Cet 3.3 ^ 1.2, 9.3 ^ 7.7 102 2200 567.7 36.0 ^ 1.2 35.3 0.63 ^ 0.02 1 p : 0.28 ^ 0.13, [0.23 È ]0.26,
611 ^ 20, 3 p : 0.28~0.27`0.28 [0.33 È ]0.33
9.3 ^ 7.7

2300 561.8 36.0 ^ 1.2 0.65 ^ 0.02
2400 556.4 36.0 ^ 1.2 0.66 ^ 0.02
2500 551.3 36.0 ^ 1.2 0.67 ^ 0.02
2600 546.6 36.0 ^ 1.2 0.68 ^ 0.02
2700 542.2 36.0 ^ 1.2 0.69 ^ 0.02

a 1993 meteorological data from K. Krisciunas 1994 (private communication), United Kingdom Infrared Telescope (UKIRT). 1995 data from IRTF site, error bars from observed
measurement excursions from median, barometric pressure \ average of 1993 and 1996 values, uncertainty \ systematic uncertainty of 1993 data.

b Temperatures for stellar visible emission. Temperatures from de Koter et al. 1988 and from Danchi et al. 1994.
c Visible equivalent wavelength with refractivity equal to average refractivity observed by camera.x(jEq)d Refractivity of air at equivalent wavelengthx \ nl[ 1 jEq.e Extrapolated infrared refractivity, at 11.7441 km in 1993 and 11.7441È12.0492 km in 1995. Uncertainty is the same as for x(jEq).f Extrapolated di†erential refractivity. Uncertainty is from the distribution of extrapolated values calculated from normal distributions of the meteorological parameters.
g Best-Ðt di†erential refraction. Uncertainties quoted at 68.3% (1 p) and 99.73% (3 p) conÐdence. Asymmetric error bars due to constraints on the instrumental o†set.
h Instrument o†sets within 1 p (upper line) or 3 p (lower line) conÐdence limits or less than0A.33.
i Alternative reduction of 1993 data, correcting for possible D20 mbar error in the measured barometric pressure.
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REFRACTION BY EARTHÏS ATMOSPHERE NEAR 12 km 515

target and the zenith. We adopt the expression
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the quantity is the refractivity, in radians.x \ n
T
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Table 1 reports refractivity in arcsecond units. H* is the
atmospheric density scale height in units of the EarthÏs
radius The density scale height combines the local pres-RE.
sure scale height with the temperature lapseH0\ kT /mg
rate [dT /dh as

H* \
A 1
H0

] 1
T

dT
dh
B~1 1

R
E

. (2)

The dry adiabatic temperature lapse rate is D9.8 K km~1,
and the water-saturated adiabatic lapse rate is D5 K km~1
(Chamberlain & Hunten 1987, pp. 3È14). We scale linearly
between these lapse rates according to the relative humidity
/. For Mauna Kea conditions, with temperature D3¡C and
relative humidity D15%, the scale height H* is D11 km.
Letting the EarthÏs radius be the radius of a sphere of equiv-
alent volume, D6371 km, gives H* a dimensionless value of
D0.0017 Earth radii.

Equation (1) is based on a derivation by Green (1985),
retaining terms up to order 2 in the refractivity x for the
series in the second term. Green expands the inverse sine to
order 2 but inconsistently expands the second term only to
order 1. We do not expand the inverse sine, since computers
can evaluate this function to high accuracy. Equation (1)
applies to zenith angles limited by a binomialz

T
¹ 75¡,

expansion of the integrand in the refraction integral,
expanded in powers of altitude above the EarthÏs surface.
The next term in the binomial expansion is quite negligible
even at Higher order expansions require morez

T
\ 75¡.

information about the atmosphere as a function of altitude.
The present expression depends only on parameters mea-
sured local to the telescope. Since most astronomy is con-
ducted at an air mass of D3 or less and is at D3.9z

T
\ 75¡

air masses, equation (1) is adequate for most astronomical
purposes.

A simpliÐed form of the di†erential refraction is conve-
nient to have. The chromatic di†erential refraction

between two wavelengths is just the di†er-R(n
T1, n

T2, z
T
)

ence in the refraction calculatedR(n
Ti

, z
T
)\R[n

T
(j

i
), z

T
]

at each of the wavelengths and The di†erential refrac-j1 j2.
tion is only about 2% of the absolute refraction R(n

Ti
, z

T
).

Equation (4) thus can be approximated to adequate accu-
racy by retaining terms only of order 1 in the refractivity,

By expanding the inverse sine in a Taylorx
i
\ n

Ti
[ 1.

series, the di†erential refraction reduces to

R(n
T1, n

T2, z
T
)B *x tan z

T
[(1 [ H*)[ H* tan2 z

T
] .

(3)

The factor is the di†erential ref-*x \x1[ x2\ n
T1[ n

T2
ractivity. The second term in equation (3) is small ; thus, the
chromatic di†erential refraction can be computed to rea-
sonable accuracy as merely the di†erential refractivity *x
times the tangent of the zenith angle. At 45¡ zenith angle,
tangent is unity and the refraction equals theR(n

T1, nT2, zT)
di†erential refractivity *x.

Equation (3) is similar to equation (1) to within D0.1% at
70.5¡ zenith angle (D3 air masses), a di†erence of D160 mas
at standard temperature and pressure at a wavelength of
D500 nm. If we neglect everything but the refractivity times
the tangent of the zenith angle, the result di†ers from equa-
tion (1) by 1% at 3 air masses. Our analysis of di†erential
refraction measurements nevertheless uses the full expres-
sion of equation (1). Since all the same parameters are in
both equations (1) and (3), there is no cost to retaining the
more exact expression. The beneÐt of equation (1) is that
there is no ambiguity from using an overly simpliÐed refrac-
tion formulation, and all sources of variability can be
explicitly included in the propagation of error.

3. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

We have measured di†erential refraction between stellar
images at visible and 12 km wavelengths over a range of
zenith angle to constrain the di†erential ref-*x \x

V
[ xIR,

ractivity between visible and infrared wavelengths. Obser-
vational data were collected in 1993, 1995, 1996, and 1998
at the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility on Mauna Kea.
We do not discuss the 1996 or 1998 measurements, except
to note that these observations give low-signiÐcance (1È2 p)
results that are consistent with the earlier data. The later
observations were limited mainly by an insufficient quantity
of data for good statistics. Instrumentation consisted of the
Goddard Infrared Heterodyne Spectrometer (IRHS) at the

focus of the IRTF and the IRHS visible-light guidingCoude�
system. Table 1 reports the observation dates, the star used
on each occasion, and the temperature, pressure, and rela-
tive humidity used in the analysis.
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516 LIVENGOOD ET AL.

3.1. Infrared Detector

IR heterodyne spectroscopy as implemented in the IRHS
is described by Kostiuk & Mumma (1983). At 12 km (833
cm~1), the broadband bandpass is ^7.7 ] 10~4 km
(^0.053 cm~1) centered on a transition. The14C16O2
““ broadband ÏÏ mode provides very high frequency discrimi-
nation in the infrared. A star is centered within the Ðeld of
view by exploring the region near the starÏs visible image
until the maximum broadband signal is located. Instrument
sensitivity is greatest at the FOV center ; thus, an isolated
source can be centered to greater accuracy than the D1A
di†raction-limited FOV of the IRHS at 12 km.

3.2. Visible Light Detector

The visible-light guide system is not as frequency-
selective as the infrared system. The telescope plus the

transmission chain plus instrument optics give sevenCoude�
reÑections from aluminum (Wolfe & Zissis 1978, pp. 7È81),
one silver reÑection, transmission through a gold-Ðlm
dichroic Ðlter, and reception by an image-intensiÐed camera
with exponentially varying sensitivity. The dichroic trans-
mission was measured at the time of manufacture at
Goddard Space Flight Center. No explicit Ðlter besides the
entrance dichroic was employed. The broadband camera
sensitivity combined with the stellar spectrum determines
the wavelengths contributing to the observed refraction
(Stone 1996). However, the infrared-bright stars used for
this studyÈa Sco and o CetÈare intrinsically variable. For
each star, there is a range of color temperatures (de Koter et
al. 1988 ; Danchi et al. 1994) to explore : for a Sco, 3200È
3750 K; for o Cet, 2200È2700 K. We compute blackbody
emission spectra and multiply by the sensitivity proÐle to
weight the average index of refraction observed, calculated
from the visible dispersion relation in the Appendix. We
identify a single equivalent wavelength for each temperature
with the same index of refraction as the average, so that the
index of refraction may be recomputed for slightly di†erent
temperature, pressure, and humidity conditions. Table 1
tabulates equivalent wavelengths for each temperature con-
sidered, and the corresponding refractivity for the meteoro-
logical parameters of each set of measurements.

3.3. Meteorological Parameters

Adopted values for temperature, pressure, and humidity
are in Table 1. In 1993, we obtained records from the
United Kingdom Infrared Telescope (UKIRT; K. Kri-
sciunas 1994, private communication). The records show
stable conditions, but the accuracy is suspect : (1) tem-
perature was measured inside and outside of the UKIRT
dome, not the IRTF; (2) relative humidity can vary over
short distances ; and (3) the barometric pressure monitor
reportedly may read D20 mbar low. We use the UKIRT

outside temperature and consider both the measured pres-
sure and the pressure plus 20 mbar. Refractivity is inversely
proportional to temperature (see Appendix). Since the
outside temperature is greater than the dome temperature,
it puts a lower limit on the extrapolated di†erential refrac-
tion.

In 1995, temperatures were measured within the IRTF
dome, humidity was measured with a rooftop monitor. The
barometric pressure was not measured. The adopted pres-
sure is the average of the measured pressure in 1993 and the
measured pressure in 1996 (from UKIRT), with wide uncer-
tainty according to the possible systematic error. The other
quantities adopted are median measured values, with uncer-
tainties equal to the maximum measured excursion.

3.4. Measurement of the Di†erential Refraction

Figure 1 shows measured di†erential refraction versus air
mass, using 1/cos for air mass. To measure di†erentialz

T
refraction, we locate the position of maximum infrared
signal of a star and measure the o†set between the visible
image and the instrument center. We combine the measured
refraction components to yield the magnitude, as the IRHS
is located at the focus of the IRTF and it is unneces-Coude�
sarily troublesome to separate the small but Ðnite
instrument-Ðxed alignment o†set from the measured ref-R0
raction components, which su†er zenith angle-dependent
image rotation in the projection onto the instrument image
plane. Measurements at zenith angles of less than D45¡ (1.4
air masses) are of limited utility, since the measurement
uncertainty and the instrument o†set are comparable to the
refraction in this range. The center of the visible guide
system is aligned with the maximum IR response using an
infrared-bright star within D23¡ of the zenith. The di†eren-
tial refraction is at this angle, according to theD0A.33
extrapolated dispersion relation, or less, according to this
work. The alignment is rechecked each night of an observ-
ing run, including the small correction for the expected
direction and magnitude of the di†erential refraction near
zenith based on the previous nightÏs data. We are conÐdent
that the inherent instrumental o†set between the visible and
IR images is less than 0A.33.

Distinctions in the individual observing runs are the fol-
lowing :

1. 1993 August : reference star was a Scorpii (Antares)
centering on the P18 line of at 11.7441 km. Instru-14CO2
ment alignment was made on o Ceti (minimum zenith angle
\ 23¡). With the retrieved refractivity, o CetÏs di†erential
refraction at the time of alignment was Humidity wasD0A.2.
extremely low, with subarcsecond-quality visible seeing.

2. 1995 October : reference star was o Cet. Several 14CO2
laser transitions were used, from 11.7441 to 12.0492 km.
Nominal refractivity from the extrapolated dispersion rela-
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REFRACTION BY EARTHÏS ATMOSPHERE NEAR 12 km 517

as a function of the di†erential refractivity *x and the instrument o†set One tenth of the parameter sets tested are plotted. The top framesFIG. 2.Èsl2 R0.
show as a function of instrument o†set the center frames show as a function of di†erential refractivity *x ; and the bottom frames show conÐdencesl2 R0 ; sl2
intervals for the instrument o†set and di†erential refraction. The inner region is the 1 p conÐdence interval, surrounded by the 1 pÈ3 p interval plotted lighter,
and all other points are outside the conÐdence limits. The center frames, plotting vs. *x, plot black for parameter sets with within 1 p of the best Ðt andsl2 R0
gray for all other values of A short vertical line marks the best-Ðt *x. The horizontal dotted line marks at the 1 p limit and the short vertical dottedR0. sl2
lines show 1 p limits on *x. The horizontal and vertical dashed lines correspond to the 3 p interval with not constrained The family of vertical linesR0 ¹0A.33.
marks the extrapolated *x for the various stellar color temperatures ; the leftmost (solid) line is coolest. The same family of lines is in the covariance plots
(bottom). The top frames, plotting vs. are coded black for *x within 1 p, gray for other values. The 1 p and 3 p limits are shown the same way as for thesl2 R0,
plots of vs. *x. Vertical lines show the constraint, shown with horizontal lines in the covariance plots.sl2 0A.33

tion di†ers by less than 10~5 arcsec over this range, but it is
possible that the actual dispersion is not uniform.

3.5. Modeling Technique

The di†erential refractivity is retrieved from the data by
comparing model calculations with the data and searching
for the parameter set that minimizes the reduced Chi-square

where l is the number of degrees of freedom insl2\ s2/l,
the Ðt, and s2 is the sum over all the measured angles ofz

T
the squared residuals. The model representation ofR

m
(z

T
)

the di†erential refraction measurement is the sum of an
instrumental o†set and the di†erence in the refractionR0
angle between a visible light beam of index and ann

TV

infrared beam of index n
TV

[ *x,

R
m
(z

T
)\ R0] R(n

T1, z
T
)[ R(n

T2, z
T
)

\R0] R(n
T1, z

T
)[ R(n

T1[ *x, z
T
)@ , (4)

from equation (1). There are four free parameters in the
model : *x, and the density scale height H*.R0, n

TV
,

Although the last two parameters are computed from mea-
surement, they are allowed to vary according to the uncer-
tainty of the meteorological parameters, so they are
considered as free parameters in the statistical analysis of
the data.

The di†erential refractivity *x appears nonlinearly
within the refraction calculation of equation (1) and is
covariant with the instrument o†set (Fig. 2). A grid-R0
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518 LIVENGOOD ET AL.

search is an unambiguous way to explore covariances
without simplifying assumptions about the surface for asl2
nonlinear relation. Prior knowledge of constrains itR0
better than the Ðt ; we employ this constraint to deÐne a
smaller uncertainty for *x.

The parameter space is searched by creating 104È105 ran-
domly constructed parameter sets. Trial parameter sets are
constructed by the prescription :

1. Atmospheric temperature, pressure, and relative
humidity are computed from normal probability distribu-
tions with center and standard deviation deÐned as in Table
1.

2. A distribution of the visible index is computed atn
TV

the equivalent wavelength for the temperature, pressure,jEq
and humidity trial values. The average and standard devi-
ation of are in Table 1 as refractivityn

TV
x(jEq)\ n

TV
(jEq)[ 1.

3. The dimensionless density scale height H* is com-
puted. H* and are covariant since they each depend onn

TV
temperature and humidity.

4. Trial values of the instrumental o†set are selectedR0
from a range ^0A.8.

5. Trial values of the di†erential refractivity *x are selec-
ted from a normal distribution centered at one-half the
expected di†erential refractivity. The statistical distribution
to create the trial value has no e†ect upon the best-Ðt
number or its uncertainty.

Figure 2 displays reduced Chi-square as a function ofsl2
the instrument o†set and the di†erential refractivity *x.R0
The uncertainty limits of the parameters are deÐned using
the Fisher F-distribution. The ratio F between the variance

for each parameter set and the minimum value of issl2 sl2
related to the statistical signiÐcance level at which the
parameter sets are distinguishable. For each parameter set,
we compute the probability that a value of the statistic

of that magnitude or less might result fromF\ sl2/min (sl2)
a random measurement of a distribution with the variance

(Press et al. 1990, p. 190). We apply conÐdencemin(sl2)
limits at 68.27% (1 p) and at 99.73% (3 p) probabilities. The
plots of versus instrument o†set and versus di†eren-sl2 R0
tial refractivity *x show the cuto† level for each conÐdence
limit with the corresponding extreme values of the param-
eter within the conÐdence limits.

We can constrain some of the parameters better than the
statistics of the di†erential refraction measurements. The
visible index refractivity enters only weakly into the model
di†erential refraction measurement and thus is not con-
strained by the data. The dimensionless scale height also is
weakly constrained. Particular choices of these parameters
within the uncertainties in Table 1 have no e†ect on the
retrieved and *x. The bottom panels of Figure 2 showR0
that the instrument o†set and the di†erential refractivityR0*x are covariant ; the correlation plot would have no slope

if they were orthogonal. Constraints on the instrument
o†set thus limit the uncertainty in the di†erential refracti-
vity. Limiting to less than has little e†ect on the 1 pR0 0A.33
conÐdence region for *x but reduces the 3 p conÐdence
region. Numerical values in Table 1 are derived from the 1 p
and 3 p conÐdence intervals with the constraint R0¹ 0A.33.

4. RESULTS

The retrieved di†erential refraction is less than that
extrapolated from the visible dispersion relation ; thus, the
index of refraction at the D12 km wavelengths tested is
closer to the visible index, and therefore greater, than the
extrapolated value. The 1993 retrieval, for a Sco, predicted

refractivity and obtained (1 p) orº0A.74 0A.49 ^ 0A.11 ^0A.26
(3 p), di†ering from the extrapolation at almost 99.73%
conÐdence. The 1995 retrieval, for o Cet, predicted º0A.63
refractivity and obtained (1 p) or (3 p),0A.28 ^ 0A.13 ^0A.28
di†ering from the extrapolation at better than 99.73% con-
Ðdence. Results from the 1996 and 1998 data are similar, at
lower signiÐcance.

We may estimate the absolute refractivity at 12 km. Table
2 computes the excess of the observed refractivity at 12 km
relative to the extrapolated refractivity in a perfectly dry
atmosphere at the same temperature and pressure as the
measurements, scales the excess to standard temperature
and pressure (see Appendix) and estimates the absolute 12
km refractivity at STP by adding the excess to the extrapo-
lated dry refractivity at STP. Di†erential refractivity can be
determined to the same fractional uncertainty, hence a
smaller absolute uncertainty, as the absolute refractivity. As
a result, the meteorological uncertainty is a relatively small
component of uncertainty in the scaled excess refractivity.
At STP, the 1993 measurements yield an excess refractivity
of (1 p) or (3 p) (0.42È0.48 for the0A.40È0A.47 ^0A.19 ^0A.41
higher pressure analysis) ; the 1995 measurements yield an
excess of (1 p) or ^50A (3 p). The range of0A.56È0A.73 ^0A.27
values on each occasion is due to the uncertainty in the
visible reference refractivity. These ranges are rather di†er-
ent, but within the 1 p uncertainty limits. 1996 measure-
ments of o Cet yield an excess very close to the 1995
measurements with the same star, while 1996 measurements
of s Cygni (similar dates) yield an excess smaller than any of
the other values.

We expect a dry atmosphere extrapolation of the refracti-
vity to be a good standard for comparison, as (1) the prin-
cipal ground-level atmospheric constituents are radiatively
inactive in the IR; (2) is very active in the IR; and (3)H2O
previous work by Matsumoto et al. (1988) indicates that the
dry extrapolation is good at 10.6 km, but requires addi-
tional corrections for moisture. We do not yet have enough
data, and the data in hand are too uncertain, to determine
whether the observed excess in refractivity at 12 km is pro-
portional to the water vapor content.
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REFRACTION BY EARTHÏS ATMOSPHERE NEAR 12 km 519

TABLE 2

EXCESS INFRARED REFRACTIVITY

Refractivity Refractivity 12 km
Relative H2O Vapor Excess from Excess Scaled Refractivity at
Humidity Pressurea T BBb jEq ConÐdence Dryc to STPd STPe

Dates Star (%) (mbar) (K) (nm) Level (arcsec) (arcsec) (arcsec)

1993 Aug 29È31 a Sco 8.9 ^ 8.9 0.7 ^0.5 3200 524.0 1 p 0.25 ^0.12 0.40 ^0.19 56.64 ^0.19
3 p 0.25~0.29`0.23 0.40 ^ 0.41 56.64 ^ 0.41

3700 510.2 1 p 0.29 ^ 0.12 0.47 ^ 0.19 56.70 ^ 0.19
3 p 0.29~0.30`0.23 0.47 ^ 0.42 56.70 ^ 0.42

1993 Aug 29È31f a Sco 8.9 ^8.9 0.7 ^ 0.5 3200 524.0 1 p 0.27 ^ 0.12 0.42 ^ 0.18 56.66 ^ 0.18
3 p 0.27~0.28`0.24 0.42 ^ 0.40 56.66 ^ 0.40

1995 Oct 18È23 o Cet 9.3 ^7.7 0.8 ^0.5 2200 567.7 1 p 0.35 ^ 0.17 0.56 ^ 0.27 56.79 ^ 0.27
3 p 0.35 ^ 0.31 0.56 ^ 0.50 56.79 ^ 0.50

2500 551.3 1 p 0.38 ^ 0.18 0.60 ^ 0.29 56.84 ^ 0.29
3 p 0.38 ^ 0.31 0.60 ^ 0.50 56.84 ^ 0.50

2600 546.6 1 p 0.40 ^ 0.18 0.64 ^ 0.28 56.88 ^0.28
3 p 0.40~0.32`0.28 0.64 ^ 0.49 56.88 ^ 0.49

2700 542.2 1 p 0.46~0.23`0.11 0.73 ^ 0.27 56.97 ^ 0.27
3 p 0.46~0.37`0.24 0.73 ^ 0.50 56.97 ^ 0.50

a Absolute vapor pressure of water during measurements.
b Selected stellar color temperatures. For a Sco, retrieved values are Dlinear in temperature ; for o Cet, retrieved values are Dlinear in temperature

over 2200È2500 K.
c Observed refractivity minus extrapolated refractivity at 11.7441 km, no water vapor. The uncertainty includes the uncertainty in measured

temperature and pressure.
d Refractivity di†erence scaled to STP, assuming the di†erence varies proportional to pressure, inversely proportional to temperature (see Appendix) ;

this is not precisely true in the nominal humidity correction. Uncertainty is derived from the average of the asymmetric error bars in the measured
refractivity di†erence.

e STP refractivity excess plus extrapolated 11.7441 km refractivity at STP, no water vapor.
f Example results from analyzing the 1993 data assuming a 20 mbar under-report of barometric pressure ; an additive correction of only 0A.01

refractivity, correction scaled to STP.0A.02

Uncertainty limits in the di†erential refractivity *x are
similar between 1993 and 1995 ; poorer seeing in 1995 is
countered by more measured values. The principal source
of uncertainty is scatter in the di†erential refraction magni-
tude (Fig. 1). A large improvement in the scatter can be
obtained from digital imaging used to directly measure
stellar image positions in each wavelength range and
thereby determine o†sets relative to a Ðducial position. The
contribution of many pixels in centroiding the image, com-
bined with the improved data rate possible, should greatly
decrease the scatter. Many measurements still will be
needed to average over visible seeing. A potential limitation
with imaging is that IR imaging through a Ðlter no longer
obtains the Ðne wavelength discrimination of the IR hetero-
dyne technique, in case the index of refraction is variable
over short-wavelength intervals near water lines. We do not

presently consider this to be a major issue, and we are
pursuing plans to measure the refraction using imaging
techniques.

The authors thank R. Joseph and T. Green of the IRTF
for making engineering nights available ; the IRTF day crew
and telescope operators for technical, logistical, and obser-
vational support ; K. Krisciunas of the Joint Astronomy
Center in Hawaii for meteorological information ; and D.
Toomey of the IRTF and E. De Benedetti of Scanco for
assistance with the responsivity of the visible camera. This
work was supported by the NASA Planetary Astronomy
program. T. A. L. received support from a National
Research Council Research Associateship, from a coopera-
tive agreement between Goddard Space Flight Center and
the University of Maryland, College Park, and from the
National Science Foundation, grant AST-9531586.

APPENDIX

CALCULATION OF THE VISIBLE INDEX OF REFRACTION

Birch & Downs (1993) have updated (1966) formulation for the dispersion of air to SI units and have corrected itEdle� nÏs
slightly for a redeÐnition of the content of ““ standard ÏÏ air and for revisions to the density of water vapor. Obsolete formsCO2
of the dispersion relation appear in the astronomical reference literature, so we quote the dispersion relation of Birch &
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TABLE 3

POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE OF H2O

CoefÐcient Over water, [50¡C to ]50¡C Over ice, [50¡C to 0¡C

a0 6.107799961 6.109177956
a1 4.436518521]10~1 5.034698970]10~1
a2 1.428945805]10~2 1.886013408]10~2
a3 2.650648471]10~4 4.176223716]10~4
a4 3.031240396]10~6 5.824720280]10~6
a5 2.034080948]10~8 4.838803174]10~8
a6 6.136820929]10~11 18.38826904]10~11

NOTES.ÈPolynomial evaluated by eq. (A5) in the Appendix. Units of coeffi-
cients are mbar K~n. From Pruppacher & Klett 1980.a

n

Downs (1993) translated to more-convenient units, without explaining its derivation. We also include the information
necessary to infer the partial pressure from relative humidity.H2O

The index of refraction of ““ standard ÏÏ dry air at 15¡C and one atmosphere pressure is calculated from the dispersion
relation :

[n(j)[ 1]
s
\
A
83.4305] 24062.94

130 [ j~2] 159.99
38.9 [ j~2

B
] 10~6 , (A1)

with wavelength j in microns. Standard (dry) air consists of 78.078% nitrogen, 20.947% oxygen, 0.930% argon, and 0.045%
carbon dioxide by volume; we have adjusted the fractions from Owens (1967) for the increase in recommended by BirchCO2
& Downs. The dispersion relation (A1) is modiÐed from (1966) by an increase in concentration and by adoption ofEdle� n CO2
the International Temperature Scale of 1990. The correction for a di†erent volume mixing ratio isCO2 [CO2]

[n(j)[ 1]CO2
\ M1 ] 0.540([CO2][ 0.00045)N[n(j)[ 1]

s
. (A2)

The dispersion relation must be scaled for the atmospheric density by three factors : a linear scaling by pressure relative to
standard pressure, an inverse linear scaling by temperature relative to standard temperature, and a factor for the Ðnite
compressibility of air :

[n(j)[ 1]
TP

\ P
1.01325

(273.15 ] 15)
T

[1 ] (3.25602 [ 0.00972T )P10~6]
1.00047

[n(j)[ 1]CO2
. (A3)

Pressure P is in bars, temperature T is in Kelvin.
The humidity correction is a small added term, linear in the partial pressure of water vapor, with a small dispersive

component. It is the dispersive component that we suspect to be in error for the infrared refractivity. The correction according
to Birch & Downs is

[n(j)[ 1]
TPf

[ [n(j)[ 1]
TP

\ [f] (37.345 [ 0.401j~2)] 10~6 , (A4)

where f is the partial pressure of water, in bar. The water partial pressure is determined from the relative humidity and the
saturation vapor pressure. We use a Ðtted polynomial in temperature from Pruppacher & Klett (1980) to calculate saturation
vapor pressure :

fsat \ a0] TC[a1] TC(a2 ] TCMa3 ] TC[a4 ] TC(a5] a6 T C)]N)] , (A5)

in which is the saturation vapor pressure in mbar, is the temperature in ¡C, and the coefficients are in Table 3.fsat T C a0 Èa6
From Pruppacher & Klett, the relative humidity / is the ratio of water vapor partial pressure to the dry-air partial pressure,
divided by the same ratio at saturation,

/\ f/(P[ f )
fsat/(P[ fsat)

. (A6)
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Solving for the partial pressure f yieldsH2 O

f\ /Pfsat[/fsat ] (P[ fsat)]~1 . (A7)
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